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Cronus Cyber is a software product company 

that develops software solutions for the 

Automated Penetration Testing market 

place.  Cronus Cyber is a leading provider of 

an integrated solution that includes software 

technology that enables real-time penetration 

testing using autonomous Agents (CyBot pro) 

designed to operate complex hacking scenarios.  

A Reasoning Engine and an underlying 

Knowledge-Base that includes hacking scenarios 

is continually defined by our hacking experts 

and updated into the product – CyBot Pro.

Cronus Cyber mission statement is to protect 

organizations with a solution that anticipates 

and prevents Cyber Attacks before they occur 

– using unique and innovative algorithms 

that imitate the behavior of human hackers 

continuously, 24/7 365 days a year.

Cronus Cyber was established in 2014 by 

veteran security experts Doron Sivan & Matan 

Aguzi. Cronus Cyber employs over 30 employees 

in the software development and hacking 

scenarios definition.

The company was successful in acquiring a large 

customer base including Nilit, Migdal Insurance, 

Mellanox and Eureka.

About Cronus Cyber Technologies
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CyBot Pro is an autonomous hacking robot that 

imitates human hacker operating practices and 

performs continuous Penetration Tests on enterprise 

networks in order to find vulnerabilities in real-time 

and prevent future attacks. 

In addition to Automated Penetration Testing, CyBot 

Pro provides extensive security business intelligence 

complete with real-time relevant information about 

the identified vulnerabilities and the required 

measures to be taken to close these gaps. With 

CyBot Pro's intelligence capabilities, IT personnel can 

immediately access an accurate road map of how to 

mitigate future intrusions and most effectively utilize 

existing security tools and protocols.

CyBot Pro conducts Automated Penetration Testing 

around the clock on a company's entire IP-based 

system, including Cloud, ERP, Wi-Fi, Cellular, Web, 

VoIP, as well as Servers and Controllers.

CyBot Pro was designed for hassle-free operations 

and can be easily implemented by IT personnel 

without a need for deep technical experience. The 

system is downloadable from the Cloud and installed 

as a virtual machine (VMware-based) behind the 

firewall of the organization.

Unique to CyBot Pro is the system's ability to be 

update regularly with new potential vulnerabilities 

thereby enabling the scanning of the most up to date 

vulnerabilities via updated attack scenarios. 

CyBot Pro provides 24/7 Automated Penetration 

Testing, but it also offers recommendations for fixing 

identified vulnerabilities within the system. 

The technology enables multi-level, dynamic, 

complex scenarios based on real-time data collection, 

by proprietary Reasoning Engine (patent pending).

CyBot Pro - Provides actionable Insights to enterprise vulnerabilities
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A depiction of a multi stage hacking scenario executed by CyBot Pro.

Technology

Vulnerability scanning continuously

Immediate identification of a 
Cyber event scenario

Blocking and warning in real time
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Product Capabilities

CyBot Pro Dash- Board provides a high level view of current 

vulnerabilities and enables drill down to specific problems, their 

origin and how to deal with them.
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Sample of Drill-Down information on the vulnerabilities and their 

origin. Defined by level of severity from Critical (Breached), to low.

CyBot Pro vulnerability drill down to a specific issue providing:

• Vulnerability Level

• Synopsis – high level Description

• Detailed Description

• Fix – How to solve – when relevant
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With CyBot Pro it is very easy to define and schedule scans and 

review scan high level results.

CyBot Pro Dash-Board Scan Execution Status


